Exercise tames the wild side of the Myc network: a hypothesis.
We propose that the well-documented therapeutic actions of repeated physical activities over human lifespan are mediated by the rapidly turning over proto-oncogenic Myc (myelocytomatosis) network of transcription factors. This transcription factor network is unique in utilizing promoter and epigenomic (acetylation/deacetylation, methylation/demethylation) mechanisms for controlling genes that include those encoding intermediary metabolism (the primary source of acetyl groups), mitochondrial functions and biogenesis, and coupling their expression with regulation of cell growth and proliferation. We further propose that remote functioning of the network occurs because there are two arms of this network, which consists of driver cells (e.g., working myocytes) that metabolize carbohydrates, fats, proteins, and oxygen and produce redox-modulating metabolites such as H₂O₂, NAD⁺, and lactate. The exercise-induced products represent autocrine, paracrine, or endocrine signals for target recipient cells (e.g., aortic endothelium, hepatocytes, and pancreatic β-cells) in which the metabolic signals are coupled with genomic networks and interorgan signaling is activated. And finally, we propose that lactate, the major metabolite released from working muscles and transported into recipient cells, links the two arms of the signaling pathway. Recently discovered contributions of the Myc network in stem cell development and maintenance further suggest that regular physical activity may prevent age-related diseases such as cardiovascular pathologies, cancers, diabetes, and neurological functions through prevention of stem cell dysfunctions and depletion with aging. Hence, regular physical activities may attenuate the various deleterious effects of the Myc network on health, the wild side of the Myc-network, through modulating transcription of genes associated with glucose and energy metabolism and maintain a healthy human status.